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589 Fabrication|Fenton, MI 48430 

Rotopax Mount Installation 

 

Tools Required:  

• 1/2” socket and ratchet 

If Installing Rivnuts: 

• 1/4" impact drill (recommended) 

• 9/16” wrench 

• 7/16” drill bit and drill 

(The two rivnuts not on tabs should be used if double stacking Rotopax, using a Rotopax over 3 

Gallons, or if severe terrain is common.) 

Step 1: Attach the Rotopax Twist Mount to our 

Rotopax Mount as seen in the picture to the right. 

Step 2: Attach the Rotopax and determine which 

position in the bed you would like to use. 

Remove the Rotopax once you have determined 

the location you’d like the mount. There are 4 

different locations in the bed: front left, front 

right, left rear, and right rear. 

Step 3: Remove the 2 plugs at whichever position 

you have decided to use. 

Step 4: If you’re not installing the additional rivnuts, skip 

to the Step 6. If you are installing the additional rivnuts, 

here is a short video to explain how to use the rivnut tool. 

First you will need to drill the 2 holes. Line up the mount 

with the existing bed holes and mark where you will need 

to drill. Use a 7/16” drill bit to drill your 2 holes.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwSzoDyjWA8
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Step 5: With the holes drilled you can insert the rivnut and assembly tool into the hole and tighten it up 

using a 9/16” wrench and a 1/2" socket (recommended with an impact drill). Back the tool out and move 

to the next one.  

 

 

Step 6: Loosely thread in the 2 tabs 

using the supplied 1/2” hardware as 

seen to the right. 

 

 

 

Step 7: Position the tabs so that the 

long side will slide into each of the 

holes first. It IS a tight fit, but it helps 

the mount be very rigid with the bed 

side. Once they are in, tighten with 

the 1/2" socket. If additional rivnuts 

were used, install that hardware as 

well. 

 


